“The Level of widget
customization is excellent
and supports all D3 graphs
and FA icons. Performance
is good and support just as
good. If you’re looking for
affordable solution this is it”
Marco Zaaiman
African Bank

AIS is a complete business intelligence solution that simplifies your end to
end reporting cycle from creation of reports right through delivery process,
it enable users to make reporting automation by offering full secure server
which helps you to schedule reports at different intervals, and export/email
the reports in a desire outputs. AIS handles the full cycle of BI, from
connecting to data source to preparation to analysis and dashboard
visualization. Reports and dashboard can easily be delivered as an embedded
solution with a click of a button. AIS is lightweight solution and can be ready
in few hours and comes with different deployment options like on-cloud or
in-premise.
SELF-SERVICE BI: Minimise IT dependency and create reports and dashboards

on demand with drag and drop components and widgets. No coding required

FROM RAW DATA INTO INSIGHT







Connect to your desire data source
Create/Combine your data sets –
from the cloud, on the ground,
from Excel, from Flat file, no
problem
Analyse, Create Dashboard, Create
Report code free simply using drag
and drop interface.
Schedule, Share and Export in
widely used format

Data Sheet

sales@activeintelligence.co.uk

Open Source
Technologies

KEY FEATURES

TRANSFORM DATA INTO
INSIGHTS

Embedding

Connect to various data source

pressure on businesses to reduce cost and usability, which is why
AIS work very closely with open source technologies to enhance
reporting capabilities to AIS users which enable organizations
and government bodies to adopt AIS which works as a central
repository to hold all their organizational reporting from a
central location to meet every departments reporting needs
including scheduling and distribution without compromising
security.

ANALYZE AND VISUALIZE DATA: AIS is responsive browser based

environment to develop rich dashboard and easily visualize,
analyse variety of data in no time, AIS responsive design adjust
and optimized based on screen size.

Dashboard
Examples

Reporting, Scheduling, Sharing

LEVERAGE OPEN SOURCE TECHNOLOGIES: We understand the

Access, Security & Settings
Dashboard and Analysis
Ad-Hoc Reporting
Self-Service BI
Embedding

REPORTING

DASHBOARD

ANALYTICS

SELF-SERVICE BI

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT AND AUDIT: Manage report workflow and ability to check the audit trail of your files and folders
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